
â€œBelieve it or not, I can actually draw.â€• &#8212; Jean-Michel BasquiatWith a fame that endures to this day, Jean-Michel Basquiat explored multifaceted cultural phenomena in his distinctive artistic language
throughout his eight-year career. Parallel to European Expressionism, Basquiat was renowned for his graffiti-inspired works imbued with black identity and robust self-expression.Born in Brooklyn in 1960 to a Haitian
father and a Puerto-Rican mother, Basquiat left home at the age of fifteen and took to the streets, immersing himself in Lower East Manhattan with a group of filmmakers, artists, and musicians. It was during that time he
first became known for his powerful graffiti collaboration with Al Diaz, called SAMO &#8212; a series of cryptic statements that satirically comments on traditional art, racism and other cultural and social topics. Catalyzed
by the influence of pop culture and an obsession with poetic expression, Basquiat started painting and drawing in 1981. Accompanied by his tremendous passion and talent, his works soon came on the scene and
exhibited all over the world.Skull-like faces, protruding eyes, and visible teeth are typical elements in Basquiatâ€™s work. With bold color palettes and unrestrained brushstrokes, his work exudes a strong sense of
emotion and narrative, pouring with the contexts of modernity and savagery as well as rationality and expression. Basquiatâ€™s work is a mirror that not only expresses his creativity andÂ  imagination but also reflects
reality and conveys a social statement. Although his works were often described by critics as angry, controversial and politically radical, the distortions on Basquiat&#8217;s canvas are the very distortions that really exist
in the world, and they are the racial problems and social oppression that the African-American artist wanted to point out. Neatly arranged texts often flow from seemingly chaotic composition in his painting, in which
Basquiat criticizes and responds to real life while expressing a desire for an ideal world.Â The young artistâ€™s life ended tragically at the age of twenty seven, he however produced thousands of paintings and drawings
during his short yet glorious career, leaving a remarkable legacy that continues to influence generations.Nathan PaddisonInspired by his personal experience, Nathan Paddisonâ€™s paintings are raw and evocative.
Echoing Basquiat&#8217;s bold brushstrokes and the use of texts, Nathan is adept at abstractly representing figures with exaggerated lines and inserting powerful words. He trusts his imagination completely and exposes
his emotions and feelings on canvas without reservation, which the viewer can intensely relate to. See more of Nathan&#8217;s work here.Niki HareSelf-taught artist Niki Hareâ€™s series of word paintings are
recreations of street culture. Just as graffiti cannot be modified, Niki never intentionally controls the destination of the words in her paintings, which are constantly being created and buried. Each layer of text however is
recorded in the work, highlighted by the vibrant fluorescent colors that finish Nikiâ€™s statement. See more of Niki&#8217;s work here.Bollee PatinoDrawing inspiration from his graffiti background, Bollee Patino brings
the elements and mediums to the canvas. By utilizing acrylic and spray paint, Bollee fills his painting with Neon-like colors and pop symbols. Unlike Basquiatâ€™s primitive style, family element, for example childhood and
cartoons, is the leitmotif of Bolleeâ€™s work, revealing a sense of complexity and conflict of life in the contrast of the chaotic graffiti context. See more of Bollee&#8217;s work here.Michael CutlipSharing a similar
experience to Basquiat of being exposed to artistic endeavors at a young age, Michael Cutlipâ€™s work is heavily influenced by graffiti and street art, demonstrating a view of metropolitan life through an abstract lens. As
a mix media artist, Cutlip presents collage elements on his paintings, effortlessly balancing the relationship between color and texture through the skillful manipulation of paint and paper. See more of Michael&#8217;s
work here.Linda O&#8217;NeillAbstract Expressionist artist Linda O&#8217;Neill communicates her therapeutic artistic practice with multi-layered colors, shapes, and lines. In a staggering layered overlay, Linda paints
with intuitive brushstrokes in an attempt to heal the viewer and herself. Being surrounded by nature, Lindaâ€™s painting is a combination of pure abstraction of the natural landscape and a flourishing vigorous emotional
expression. See more of Linda&#8217;s work here.Love readingÂ about all things art?Â You can haveÂ articles from Canvas, curated collections, and stories about emerging artists delivered straight to your inbox.Â Sign
up for the Saatchi Art Newsletter.Applicants to The Other Art Fair benefit from a juried selection by esteemed art experts. The renowned Selection Committee changes with each edition of the fair to ensure that a fresh
perspective is brought to each selection process. These members of a globally significant art community set the high standard of the fair, ensuring visitors can buy from our artists with the confidence that they are
investing in the very best emerging talent.We are happy to introduce our esteemed Selection Committee for The Other Art Fair London, happening March 10 &#8211; 13, 2022, at the Old Truman Brewery,
Shoreditch.ALESSIO ANTONIOLLIDirector of GasworksAlessio Antoniolli is the Director of Gasworks, where he leads a programme of exhibitions, international residencies and participatory events. He is also the Director
of Triangle Network, a world-wide network of visual art organisations that work together to create artistsâ€™ exchanges and to share knowledge with each other. He has lectured widely and has been part of many juries
including the UKâ€™s Turner Prize in 2019.Â ELLEN MARA DE WACHTERArts and Culture WriterEllen Mara De Wachter is an arts and culture writer based in London. Her writing has featured in a range of publications,
including Frieze, Art Quarterly, Art Monthly, The World of Interiors, Tate Etc. and The White Review.Â Her book â€˜Co-Art: Artists on Creative Collaborationâ€™ explores the phenomenon of collaboration in the visual arts
and its potential in society at large. She is co-author of â€˜Great WomenÂ Artistsâ€™; â€˜African Artists: From 1882 to Nowâ€™ and several medium-specific anthologies. She has contributed essays and interviews to
exhibition publications on a broad range of artists including Kathrin BÃ¶hm, Fiona Tan, John Wood and Paul Harrison, Melanie Manchot, Emma Hart and Jonathan Baldock, Rachel Maclean and Sora Kim, among
others.In 2013-15 De Wachter was Curator of Public Collection Development at the Contemporary Art Society, where she was responsible for the acquisitions scheme for museums across the UK. Prior to that, she
worked at various arts organisations in London, including the Barbican Art Gallery and the British Museum.She mentorsÂ artists and writers, and has taught widely, including at Central Saint Martins, Royal College of Art
and Goldsmiths College.Â CLAIRE FEELEYHead of Exhibitions and Learning Programmes at Jupiter ArtlandClaire Feeley is Head of Exhibitions and Learning Programmes at Jupiter Artland, Scotlandâ€™s
award-winning sculpture garden and contemporary art gallery. At Jupiter, she has worked with Alberta Whittle, Rachel Maclean, Daniel Lie, Joana Vasconcelos and Phyllida Barlow as well as the estates of Allan Kaprow
and Trisha Brown to realise solo projects and permanent commissions. She is most known for her unique approach in supporting artists to realise major artworks, ambitious either in scale, duration or through collaborative
models of community co-commissioning. She co-founded Jupiter Rising festival with Jupiter Artland and OH141 in 2018 as a platform to support musicians, artists, thinkers and performers to collaborate on the festival
format. Prior to Jupiter, Feeley has devised exhibition projects and curatorial programmes globally through her roles at the British Council, the Barbican and the Serpentine Galleries. She is currently working on a book
about the meaning of gardens in contemporary art.REBECCA WILSONChief Curator and VP of Art Advisory, Saatchi ArtRebecca Wilson is the Chief Curator and VP, Art Advisory at Saatchi Art. She was formerly a
Director at the Saatchi Gallery, London, where she was instrumental in the launch of the galleryâ€™s online presence.In 2007 she created New Sensations, a prize for art students which identifies and supports the most
exciting emerging artists in the UK.Prior to joining the Saatchi Gallery, Rebecca worked for 14 years in book and art magazine publishing: she was editor of ArtReview, and before that deputy editor of Modern Painters.
She has over 15 years of experience working with emerging artists.&nbsp;As the saying goes, you have to learn the rules in order to break them. For Jean-Luc Feugeas, a French painter with a PhD in mathematics who
now works as a university researcher in theoretical physics, the rules of perspective and the principles of geometry ebb and flow on the canvas, bending to the artist&#8217;s intuition. The results are fragmentary, colorful
compositions wherein figures coalesce with their surroundings. Slouching and sprawled across furniture, or pensively caving inward onto themselves, the figures in Jean-Luc&#8217;s works come alive in their
movements, seemingly conscious of the illogical spaces that contain them. Addressing themes such as relationships, longing, and migration, these formally fragmented spaces become metaphors for the social and
political spaces that we, the viewers, navigate everyday.Jean-Luc&#8217;s work has been collected internationally, with works held in private collections throughout North America, Europe, and East Asia. He has
exhibited around the world, with his most recent exhibition at Frogman Gallery in Beijing. He has also been commissioned for numerous public mural projects, including the 2019 mural Un SauvageÂ on the occasion of
Muralis, the Festival of Urban Art in Dax, France.Tell us about who you are and what you do. Whatâ€™s your background?As far back as I can remember, I have always divided my time between drawing and music.
Mathematics imposed itself. Painting came to me later. Music never left me. Over time I figured out my approach is one of a researcher, both as a scientist and as an artist.What does your work aim to say? What are the
major themes you pursue in your work?The themes I deal with are perfectly ordinary: I speak about people, family, love, absence, society, lifeâ€”its torments and its appeasementsâ€¦ Meetings mainly feed my
painting.Can you walk us through your process for creating a work from beginning to end?The initial intention feeds my first pencil lines on paper. The lines then follow one another. I choose to privilege my intuition of
reality to the elementary rules of a realistic representation: a character can be confused with a table or a chair; a swimming pool can appear in a room. I free myself from the rules of perspective and proportion. The
gestures follow one another and circulate. Accidents follow one another, sometimes with happiness. They guide me if I know how to decipher them. This succession of balances and imbalances, tensions and resolutions,
instills a breath, assisted at first and more durably afterwards.And then, a detail appears. It justifies everything and the breath settles. The trajectories then follow one another, meet, fade, correct, and complete each other.
The initial intention resurfaces. I obey. I want only one line. Then, I put the colors, I oppose them and associate them. I resolve a multitude of minute imbalances until the emergence of a global balance, which, when
reached, marks the end of this divergent phase. The line then closes. The canvas is finished.Who are your biggest influences and why?I singularly lack in originality because my influences mainly come from the very
famous figures of art. If I were to choose, here are the main ones: Le Corbusier because he is an explorer and a precursor; Wassily Kandinsky because he is both a theoretician and a practitioner in art; Robert
Rauschenberg because he knew that disorder is equilibrium; Pablo Picasso because he never stopped inventing.In addition, I keep very preciously advice from my two mentors: my piano and harmony professor taught
me to listen; and my scientific mentor, a Russian professor of physics, taught me the importance of integrity.How does your work comment on current social and political issues?To answer this question, I choose the
example of the piece Un Sauvage. ThisÂ has been created [as a mural] for the French Urban Art Festival; it is also one of my paintings. Un Sauvage is about those who leave for a simple journey or for a better life. Those
who have decided to draw their borders and territories. Those who follow their own line and 
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